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time learning new things on the
computer. We watched the
movie "Passengers" and had
pizza from Domino's. It was
another good time for
everyone.

Health Facts

Charity Event

Bible Verse

March Meeting

Garfield Park Baptist Church
Food Pantry donations. We
dropped off all the donations on
Saturday 03.25.2017

Crew Birthdays
March's Meeting 2017 was at
Dale's Family Restaurant. We
had 8 crewmembers in
attendance. We made plans for
some fun field trips in the next
few months. Gave out a few
awards, and prizes. Everyone
had a wonderful time and the
food was awesome.

Elbert “Mouse” Davis 04/04

Meetup Group

April Fools

The ship’s Meetup group has
120 members now.

Trek Trivia
PC Class
Star Trek News

Computer Meeting 03/25/2017
at Mike's home. We had a great

Rainn Wilson has joined the cast
of Star Trek: Discovery and he
will play Harry Mudd. Mudd, the
charismatic conman and
intergalactic criminal first

introduced on Star Trek: The
Original Series, is one of Trek's
most-popular characters.

Name the Episode

https://www.facebook.com/gro
ups/507255336128651/
http://www.meetup.com/Beec
h-Grove-Star-Trek-Meetup/

Trek Trivia Answers

Svengoolie

Fun Stuff

Our cinema assortment for this
month again includes a couple
of the movies our viewers
always ask to see againHammer’s “Curse of the
Werewolf” and “Munster Go
Home”-along with the oftrequested team of Bud and Lou,
this time meeting the Invisible
Man- and a very special show,
wrapped around ‘The Mad
Ghoul”- in which we trace the
history of our new Sven coffin!
Then, of course, the movie
brand new to our programanother Toho classic – “Rodan”
! This is the original appearance
of the incredible flying creatureand we get a certain name
pronunciation that seems to
ONLY appear in his first film!

First Contact Day

Links
http://ussindy1945.com/
https://www.facebook.com/uss
.indianapolis/

It’s the holiday celebrated by
good people of the galaxy in
tribute to the flight of the
Phoenix and the pivotal first
interaction between humans
and Vulcans. The event took
place – or will take place,
depending on how you look at it
-- on April 5, 2063. That
evening, a Vulcan survey ship,
the T’Plana-Hath, landed in
Bozeman, Montana, after
tracking the warp signature of
the Phoenix, a spacecraft that
represented mankind’s first
successful attempt at achieving
warp drive. And, of course,
moments later on that same
day, a robed Vulcan, flashing
the split-fingered Vulcan salute,
greeted Dr. Zefram Cochrane,
creator of warp drive and pilot
of the Phoenix. Thus, First
Contact was made, setting in
motion a chain of events that

led to the formation of the
United Federation of Planets.

emptiest shopping mall in
space.

Happy Easter

Passengers Review
There’s only one place for
“Passengers” to go, and once it
gets there, Jon Spaihts’s script
runs out of gas. That won’t
necessarily hurt the movie
commercially, since it offers the
kind of big-star mashup that
every holiday movie season
needs. Tyldun handles the
dialogue almost as if he were
doing a stage play, but he turns
out to be a blah director of
spectacle; he doesn’t make it
dramatic. (He does create one
cool image, though, of a
swimming pool freed from
gravity.) There isn’t much to
“Passengers” besides its one
thin situation, and there are
moments when the film could
almost be “a very special
episode of ‘Star Trek,'” because
Pratt, with his golden-boy smirk,
has a Kirkian side, and the
voyage they’re on is grandiose
yet amorphous (like the
Enterprise’s). The ship itself has
a variety of chambers and
communal spaces, but it all
seems overly familiar and
sterile. What’s lackluster about
“Passengers” isn’t just that the
movie is short on surprise, but
that it’s like a castaway love
story set in the world’s largest,

